
Very brief notes from the Economics group 2nd meeting on 18th June at Schumacher 
 
Present:  Zack Livingstone, Jonathan Dawson, Jinty Balch, Amanda Bourne, Kate Wilson 
 
 

1. Discussion of what economics in a NP might look like – discussion points included local economic 
empowerment, banking and its limitations, credit unions, local currencies and how big a town you 
need to be to make it really work (probably the size of Bristol), social enterprise, education.  

 
2. Zack showed the game he’s devised - which shows how money works (where does money come 

from and how can we do it better). Agreed Zack will get this printed so that people can play it at the 
consultation event - should be a good talking point (and be an education).  
 

3. Interesting (but unfocused and hard to note) discussion as to what the economic vision for the NP 
might encompass: 
 

 collaborative, sharing economy 

 awareness raising 

 challenging dominant ideology that private ownership is essential 

 the 12 minute power tool and built in obsolescence 

 tool libraries, equipment libraries, electric bikes and cars 

 positive money perspective 

 transition streets and the real purpose of the experiment (ostensibly saving energy, but really 
to build neighbourliness and increase economic and community resilience) 

 small businesses in Dartington and their needs – work hubs, sharing resources 

 affordable business rents – limited resources mean people work from home so increasing 
work isolation 

 collective artistic/craft/maker spaces do more than provide space – provide legitimacy for all 
the participants esp if whole product is branded 

 School Farm and Sharpham CSAs 

 Ask, do you want young people to stay in the parish? 

 Enterprise forum 

 Successful Cooperatives – northern Spain (savings or suitcases) 

 Everyone is an investor – not just money: skills, time, resources 

 Innovative community situation in the tradition of the Elmhirsts 
 

4. Suggested vison inclusions: 
 

Provision of different forms of investing 
 
Support local enterprise and contribute to the emergence of a resilient sustainable economy 
 
To encourage economic education helping people to reflect on their experience and sharing 
resources 
 
To develop a greater understanding of the role of economics 
 
Develop different ways of investing raising awareness of options for sharing skills, work places, 
tools 
 
Increasing the local production, consumption, and investing cycles 
 
Strengthening local economic flows of investing production and consumption to encourage 
economic education  

 
Reflect the changing economy and social character of the countryside 

 
 
 


